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The Best Data for 
The Best Intelligence




Reduce risk and increase protection 
with decisive threat intelligence.



Get a Demo
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New Report
Flashpoint recorded significant rises in data breaches, vulnerabilities, and ransomware attacks across-the-board

								
									Read More 
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Timely, Relevant, Actionable.







We combine human-powered data collection and intelligence with intuitive technology to help the worldâ€™s leading organizations protect people, places, and assets.












how teams use flashpoint:



CTI/SOC

Fraud

Corporate & Physical Security

Vulnerability Management

DevSecOps

Insider Threat



CTI/SOC
Uncover stolen credentials, fraud schemes, ransomware, and emerging threats with the industryâ€™s most comprehensive data collection and intelligence.

	Enhance threat detection and response
	Reduce noise and prioritize mission-critical risk
	Streamline workflows and investigations
	Get tailored support and expert guidance



Learn more
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Fraud Teams
Combat financial fraud, account takeovers, and brand abuse with superior insights into fraudster operations.

	Detect compromised data early on
	Preserve brand integrity and reputation
	Minimize financial losses
	Maintain customer trust and safety



Learn more
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Corporate & Physical Security
Enhance situational awareness on the ground to safeguard your company personnel, assets, and infrastructure.

	Protect executives and key personnel
	Monitor critical events and crises
	Be alerted to threats to supply chains and key locations
	Stay ahead of extremist activity



Learn more
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Vulnerability Management
Uncover vulnerabilities on average two weeks faster than the NVD with early coverage of zero-day and emerging vulnerabilities.

	Identify risks faster
	Prioritize vulnerabilities
	Gain key context needed for effective mitigation



Learn more
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DevSecOps
Detect, prioritize, and remediate vulnerabilities in open source components and third-party libraries.

	Shift security practices left
	Deliver applications to market faster



Learn more
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Insider Threat
Detect, monitor, and mitigate the misuse of authorized access to your network, systems, or assets.

	Identify malicious insiders
	Detect insider recruitment
	Uncover intellectual property theft
	Monitor insider trading schemes



Learn more
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Featured insights
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Vulnerability Management
What the NVD â€˜Slowdownâ€™ Means For You: How to Stay Ahead in Vulnerability Management
Flashpointâ€™s vulnerability intelligence is powered by an independent research team that is constantly on the ...
Read post
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Cyber Threat Intelligence
A Global Pulse on Threat Intelligence: What You Need to Know As 2024 Unfolds
Explore in-depth coverage ranging from data breaches, vulnerabilities, and ransomware, to tailored ...
Read post
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Vulnerability management
Navigating the Cyber Defense Landscape: The Buyerâ€™s Guide for Vulnerability Intelligence
Vulnerability management demands a concerted effort, replete with substantial resources and nuanced expertise. ...
Read post










Gain a comprehensive view of your organizationâ€™s threat landscape












The industry leader in threat data and intelligence




Flashpoint enables mission-critical organizations worldwide to proactively and decisively confront security challenges, with the most powerful data at the core. Our agile, analyst-driven data collections are tailored to customer requirements, force-multiplying security teams. Flashpoint Ignite, our easy-to-use threat intelligence platform, delivers data access alongside finished intelligence, alerting, and analytics. Our exclusive customer community fosters global, cross-sector sharing and collaboration toward better outcomes.
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Add new sources with unmatched speed and agility




Quickly access data from new and emerging online channels aligned with your specific requirements. Our analyst-driven approach to data collection helps you stay ahead of threat actors, groups, vulnerabilities, and on-the-ground situations, so you can prevent and/or mitigate critical loss.
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Take advantage of unparalleled scale and relevance of data




Leverage the powerful combination of automation and human-driven data collection to delve into the internetâ€™s most difficult-to-reach online spaces, to unlock deeper insight that no other provider can offer.
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Leverage powerful technology combined with human collaboration




Maximize your efforts while saving time and money with intuitive technology and collaborative expertise focused on your organizationâ€™s unique requirements. The combination of hands-on analyst expertise and automated analytics enriches data and enables timely, relevant, and actionable insights at scale.
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Force multiply your team with experts in threat intelligence




Our 100+ multilingual analyst team is seasoned in engaging with threat actors in illicit communities, providing tailored and custom intelligence, and navigating ransomware and cyber extortion incidents.









Explore our platform






Contact Sales













A trusted partner for every team




Flashpointâ€™s mission is to empower our customers to make mission-critical decisions that keep people and assets safe. We take a holistic approach to intelligence and form a true partnership with our customers, serving as a trusted extension of cyber, fraud, vulnerability, physical security, and national security teams.



Read more about us
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"We love Flashpoint and are grateful for the product as it has genuinely helped save lives."
- Flashpoint customer





















Getting started is easy!





Get a Demo






Contact Sales
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6218 Georgia Avenue NW 
Suite #1
PMB 3032 
Washington, DC, 20011 
United States



								
+1 (888) 468-3598
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